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Abstract
Supported by numerical experiment results, the abrupt change of the location of the
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), from the equatorial trough flow regime to the monsoon
trough flow regime, is interpreted as a subcritical instability. The existence of these multiple quasi-
equilibria is due to the balance of two "forces" on the ITCZ: one toward the equator, due to the
earth's rotation, has a nonlinear latitudinal dependence; and the other toward the latitude of the sea
surface (or ground) temperature peak has a relatively linear latitudinal dependence. This work
pivots on the finding that the ITCZ and Hadley circulation can still exist without the pole-to-equator
gradient of radiative-convective equilibrium temperature.
1. Introduction
It is well-known that in the western Pacific there exists a sudden shift of the location of the
intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) as the season marches into summer from a location within
7 ° of the equator to a location more than 12 ° away from the equator (Gray 1968). The ITCZ in the
former location is known as the equatorial trough flow regime. The ITCZ in the latter location is
often referred to as the monsoon trough, well-known as a favorable location for tropical
cyclogenesis (Briegel and Frank 1997). The equatorial trough flow pattern is characterized by
trade easterly converging toward the ITCZ; while the monsoon trough flow pattern is characterized
by the low-level westerly wind field in the region of the ITCZ and the prominent feature of cross
equatorial low-level flow. A reverse transition occurs at the end of the summer but is usually less
abrupt. Similar ITCZ transition is also observed in the Indian Ocean. These flow regimes and the
transition between them (known as the monsoon trough onset and retreat) have already been
simulated using aqua-planet models (Numaguti 1995, McBride and Yano 1998) and general
circulation models (GCM's) (e.g., Lau and Yang 1996). Naturally, the immediately obvious
questions concerning the origin of these flow regimes, the reason for the transition between them,
and the cause of the suddenness should be asked. Other intriguing questions, such as why the
speed of retreat differs from that of the onset and why such transition is not observed in the eastern
Pacific, should also be raised. In this article some numerical experiments to investigate these
questions are presented in the next section and an interpretation of the results of these experiments
is given in Section 3. Both the experiments and the interpretation are limited to the simplified
settings of aqua-planet with prescribed zonally uniform sea surface temperature (SST). This article
is concluded with some remarks and a summary.
2. Experiments
The model used, a 12-level atmosphericaqua-planetGCM with 4° (latitude) x 5°
(longitude)grids, isessentiallythesameastheoneusedin ChaoandDeng(1998). Theboundary
layerandturbulenceparameterizationarethoseof Louis (1979). The radiationpackageis that of
Harshvardhanet al. (1989). To demonstratethesensitivityof themodel resultsto thechoiceof
cumulus convection scheme,two cumulusparameterizationschemes,the relaxed Arakawa-
Schubertscheme(Moorthi and Suarez1992),hereafterRAS, and Manabe'smoist convective
adjustmentscheme(Manabeet al. 1965),hereafterMCA, areused.The initial conditionis taken
from July 15, 1981ECMWF analysisinterpolatedto theaqua-planetsettingandaveragedwith
respecto theequator.
In order to pave way for the interpretationin the next section we did a few special
experiments.Thefirst experimentis donewith aconstant(in time, longitudeandlatitude)SSTof
302OKanda constantsolarzenithangle. The solid line in Fig. l.a showsthetime-zonalmean
precipitation of the last 60 daysof a 150day integrationwith MCA. This lengthy periodof
integrationwaschosento ensurethattheinitial conditionhasnomoreimpactontheresults.In fact
the impactof the initial condition is obviousonly in thefirst 10days. This experimentclearly
demonstratesthattheITCZ (andtheassociatedHadleycells)canexistsolelydueto earth'srotation
without anypole-to-equatorgradientin radiative-convectivequilibrium temperature.The high
globalmeanprecipitationvalueis clearlydueto thehighSSTusedthroughouttheglobe. Fig. l.a
alsoshowsprecipitationbeltsin middleandhighlatitudes,presumablydueto baroclinicinstability,
considerablydifferent from thoseobserved.The sameexperimentwith RAS showsa double
ITCZ averagedbetweenday 15andday25 (thedashline in Fig. 1.a). The tendencyof RAS to
givedoubleITCZ is alsoobviousin theresultsof ChaoandDeng(1998). Longer integration with
RAS showed that the northern [TCZ strengthened and the southern one diminished despite the
symmetric-with-respect-to-equator settings, in consistence with Philander et al. (1996). Similar
constant SST experiments were done by Sumi (1992) and Hayashi and Gotder (1997).
The next experiment is done with the true solar zenith angle, and an SST (in OK) uniform
in the zonal direction and varying in time and latitude according to:
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SST= 273+ AT * EXP{-4*[(_ - d_s)/L]**2}; _s=R * Sin (2*r_*day/365),
day=Julian day -74 (74 being the Julian day of March 15th); L=90o; AT =27OK,
Eq. (1)
where _ is the latitude in degrees, Os is the latitude of the SST peak, R is the highest latitude in
degrees the peak of the SST can reach. Thus the SST distribution is a single peak Gaussian curve
being moved according to the season. Fig. 2 shows the zonally averaged precipitation in an
experiment with the MCA and R=30 o. The global average is 5.4 ram/day, not unreasonable
considering the aqua-planet setting. The results in the first ten days, the adjusting period, can be
ignored. The border of the shaded regions is a contour of 15 mm/day and the shading contour
interval is 5 ram/day. The location of the SST peak is shown by the sinusoidal curve. As the SST
peak moves away from the equator the ITCZ lags it initially and then around April 10th, when the
SST peak is not yet at 15 o. an onset occurs, in which the ITCZ suddenly moves closer to the SST
peak but does not catch up with it. Thereafter, the poleward movement of the ITCZ again is at a
much slower pace than that of the SST peak; the location of the ITCZ in fact moves veu' little. As
the SST peak reaches' 30 o, the ITCZ reaches only about 20 o. The time-zonally averaged
circulation fields (Fig. 3) during the monsoon trough period, as averaged between July i st and
6th, exhibits low-level cross equator meridional flow toward the ITCZ and low-level zonal mean
westerlies and high-level easterlies at the latitude of the ITCZ, in consistence with the observed
monsoon trough circulations.
After June 15th, as the SST peak starts to move back toward the equator there is relatively
little movement of the ITCZ. For a few days in August the ITCZ resides on the poleward side of
the SST peak. This is followed by a retreat starting in mid-August, which brings the ITCZ back
close to the equator. The ITCZ crosses the equator a few days after the SST peak does, apparently
clue to a delayed atmospheric response to the change of SST. Then in mid October an onset occurs
in the southern hemisphere at a somewhat slower rate than the onset in April. The time of the
northern onset (in April) is much earlier than that observed resulting in a longer stay of the ITCZ in
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the monsoontroughregimethanwhat is observed.(TheobservedSSTdoesnotchangein time
exactlyaccordingto Eq. 1:thereforeadetailedcomparisonof theonsetandretreatime betweenthe
experimentandthe observationis not meaningful.) This is largelydue to thechoiceof R. A
repeatedexperimentwith R=20o, shownin Fig. 4, showsashorterstayof ITCZ in the monsoon
troughregimeandalongerstayin theequatorialtroughregime. Also, theonsetandretreatareless
prominent.
Changesin the other parametersin Eq.(l) canalso have a significant impact on the
outcome.ChangingAT to 3 l°K (R remains at 30 °) virtually eliminates the onsets and renders a
weak retreat with an ITCZ very much following the peak of the SST (Fig. 5). Increasing L to
180 ° (AT restored to 27°K) results in an ITCZ very close to the equator and no onset or retreat
occurs (not shown). A more moderate increase of L, from 90 ° to 120 o, gives more prominent
transitions (i.e., transitions of wider latitudinal range) particularly the retreat in August (Fig. 6);
correspondingly the ITCZ is closer to the equator after the retreat than what is in Fig. 2.
Fig. 7 is identical to Fig. 2 except that RAS is used instead of MCA. It clearly shows
sharp onset and retreat of monsoon trough in contrast to the slower transitions obtained with MCA.
During the equatorial trough period the ITCZ is considerably weaker and shows a double ITCZ
structure in mid September. In late August an equatorial ITCZ appears and soon moves into the
southern hemisphere, and, before it disappears, a northern ITCZ appears. The northern ITCZ
soon moves southward and crosses the equator as the southern onset starts. The ITCZ in the
monsoon regime behaves the same as in the case of Fig. 2, in terms of the length of stay and the
little change in location.
3. Interpretation and further experiments
It is heuristic to consider a simplified setting of an atmosphere over an aqua-planet with
prescribed constant (in time, latitude, and longitude) sea surface temperature (SST) and solar zenith
angle. Thus, there is no pole-to-equator gradient in the radiative-convective equilibrium
temperature,a factor long consideredasa prerequisiteto the atmosphericgeneralcirculation.
Undersuchsettingsonemightexpectthatconvectionoccursrandomlyyieldinguniformtime mean
precipitation;thusno ITCZ and the associatedHadleycirculation may occur. However,such
expectationmissesan importantroleof theearth'srotation. Sincerotation(or theCoriolisforce)
hasananalogousbehaviorto stratification with slow rotationequivalentto weakstratification
(Veronis 1967),the mostfavorablelocationfor convectionis the equator. Thusthe ITCZ and
Hadleycirculationcanstill occur. Socanothercirculationsathigherlatitudes.Thecharacteristics
of suchgeneralcirculation, including theintensity andsizesof different circulation cells, may
differ from theobservedgeneralcirculation. NumericalexperimentresultsusingMCA shownin
Fig. 1confirm this ideaandshowthat,besidesrain bandsat higherlatitudes,a singleITCZ over
theequator.
HoweverwhenMCA is replacedby RAS theITCZ is not at theequator,a doubleITCZ
straddlingtheequatoris obtained(Fig. l.a) in contrastto theaforementionedexpectationof the
role of the Coriolis force. The resolution lies in a secondrole of the Coriolis force, which
facilitatesthe Ekmanboundaryconvergence(p. 342 of Charney1970),thus favoring higher
latitudefor thelocationof theITCZ. This interpretationis supportedby arepeatof theexperiments
in Fig.1.awith surfacefriction removed.Theresults(Fig.1.b)averagedfrom day30 to 60shows
thataprecipitationpeakresidescloseto theequatorwhenRASisused(Furtherrunningshowsan
equilibriumstateof strengthenedpeakat 16S(to 9ram/day)whichweakensthepeakattheequator
(to 5.3 ram/day). Theseasymmetric-with-respect-to-the-equatorresultsexist in thecasewith
surfacefriction asmentionedin the lastsection.). In additionFig. 1.bshowsthatsurfacefriction
hasa sizeableimpacton themagnitudeof theprecipitationbut little on thelocationsof thepeaks
whenMCA is used. Alsosurfacefriction hasa largeimpacton theglobalaverageprecipitation
whenRASis used. Thecompromiseof thetwo opposingrolesof theCoriolis force determines
thelocationof theITCZ. Why thesecondroleof theCoriolisforcehaslittle weightwhenMCA is
usedis beingstudiedandwill be reportedseparately. In thefollowing we will consideredthe
MCA casefirst.
In a model with such aqua-planet settings, if the ITCZ is placed away from the equator
initially, it will move toward the equator, its equilibrium locations, at a rate which varies with the
latitude. Curve A in Fig. 8a gives a schematic of the initial acceleration rate as a function of
latitude. This curve represents this acceleration or a southward "force ''1 that pulls the ITCZ toward
the equator as a function of latitude. This curve of course has a zero value at the equator; it
increases (decreases) with the latitude in northern (southern) hemisphere equatorial latitudes. At
higher latitudes Curve A has a highly nonlinear dependence on latitude. How Curve A is deduced
will soon be discussed.
When the SST is not uniform in latitude (but does not vary in time and longitude) and when
the earth does not rotate, there is a different "force" (positive means toward the north) which pulls
the ITCZ toward the latitude of maximum SST (for simplicity we assume that the SST has a single
peak in latitude as in Eq. 1), represented by Line B in Fig. 8a. Based on the reasoning that,
without the Coriolis force, the location of the ITCZ should be that of the maximum SST and the
magnitude of the "force" experienced by the ITCZ should be dependent on the distance from the
maximum SST and it should have a value of zero at the maximum SST latitude and it is assumed
that this dependence is relatively linear. For simplicity it is further assumed that when the latitude
of the maximum SST moves, Line B moves with it without changing its slope (These assumptions
will be discussed later.)
The existence of the two "forces" can be demonstrated experimentally. Fig. 9 shows an
experiment similar to Fig. 2 except that it starts from July 15th and the SST is fixed at that of
August 28th after August 28th and that on September 28th the SST is changed to a unifonn value
1 The movement of an ITCZ, initially set away from the equator, toward the equator (in the setting of constant
SST and solar zenith angle and when MCA is used), the equilibrium location, is like that of an object tied to a
weightless stretched nonlinear spring moving toward its neutral position. In such movement the object experiences
a restoring force. Likewise the ITCZ also experiences a restoring "force". This "force" is due to earth's rotation and
thus is related to the Coriolis force, but it is not the Coriolis force per se. The reason the word "force" is in quotes
is that the ITCZ is not an object and it has no mass. The ITCZ is a flow pattern or a phase line of maximum
precipitation. Thus, we cannot talk about a true force in the sense of force being equal to mass times acceleration.
The movement of the ITCZ is, however, associated with an acceleration, which can be expressed mathematically as
the second time denvative of the latitude of the ITCZ. The "force" can be defined as this acceleration. If one were to
do an analytic study, the first step would be to derive the governing equation for the position of the ITCZ as
expressed by the second time derivative of the latitude of the ITCZ being equal to an expression which reduces to
Curve A when the SST is uniform and to Line B when rotation is set zero.
of 302OK. The ITCZ shifts toward the equator after the SST change indicating the existence of the
Curve A "force". Fig. 10 shows an experiment also similar to that of Fig. 2 except that the SST is
fixed after June 15th and then on September 12th the Coriolis force is removed. It shows an ITCZ
rapidly moving toward the SST peak at 30ON, overshooting it, and bouncing back; thus it clearly
demonstrates the existence of the Line B "force".
Thus in an aqua-planet atmospheric model if the SST is specified to vary in latitude (the
effect of the solar zenith angle is minor), the location of the ITCZ is the latitude where Curve A
intersects Line B; i.e., where the two "forces" pulling the ITCZ toward opposite directions balance
each other. When the SST has a maximum close to the equator, Line B has a zero value close to
the equator (e. g., Line B I in Fig. 8.a) and intersects Curve A at a latitude even closer to the
equator. As the SST peak is moved away from the equator (as the season marches from March
into April and then May), Line B moves with it, and the ITCZ, or the abscissa of Point 1 in Fig.
8a, moves also but at a slower rate and new intersecting points, Points 2 and 3, appear. Point 2 is
an unstable quasi-equilibrium state; while Point 3, like Point 1, is stable. As the SST peak is
moved further away from the equator, it will come to a point that Point l disappears: thus the ITCZ
moves toward the latitude of Point 3, which is much closer to the location of the SST peak but still
on the equator side of it (as observed (Tomas and Webster 1997)). This transition is interpreted as
the monsoon trough onset and is an example of subcritical instability, whose definition is given in
textbooks such as loose and Joseph (1980). The speed of this transition far outstrips the speed
that the ITCZ assumes when moving from the equator to the latitude of Point 1 just before Point 1
vanishes. The former speed is that of a "free fall" accelerated by the difference between Curve A
and Line B and the latter speed lags the seasonal march of maximum SST. This explains the
suddenness of the monsoon trough onset. This "free fall" toward Point 3, according to Fig. 8a.
might not just stop at Point 3. The flow state could overshoot Point 3 and then bounce back
resulting in an oscillation about Point 3. The fact that both observation and our experimental
results do not show any oscillation in latitude of the ITCZ (beyond the normal fluctuation within
the realm of quasi-equilibrium state of the monsoon ITCZ) during the onset indicates that the
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dampingeffect (not shownin Fig. 8a),whosesize is relatedto the speedof the ITCZ moving
towardPoint3 (as in adampedoscillator),is sizableenoughto preventanoscillationaroundthe
newlatitudinallocation.
Onthereturntrip, astheSSTpeakmovesbacktowardtheequator,Line B movestoward
theequatorandPoints I and2 reappear;but thestateof theatmosphereis still that of Point3even
after passingtheonsetpoint, until Point3 eventuallydisappearsandthenthestatejumps backto
Point1. Thisjump, identifiedastheretreatof monsoontrough,coversadifferentlatitudinalrange
andtheassociatedaccumulated"force", asrepresentedby the areaof the light shadedregion in
Fig. 8b, is different from that of onsetrepresentedby the areaof thedark shadedregion. This
differencecontributesto the differencebetweenthe speedof the onsetandthat of the retreat.
Noticethatthe light shadedareais largerthanthaiof thedarkshadedareain Fig. 8b in consistence
with the retreatbeing moreprominent than the onset in Fig. 6. Besides,the dampingeffect
experiencedduring thetransition mayhavelatitudinal dependence.The round trip results in a
hysteresis loop in the 2D space spanned by the latitude of the ITCZ and the peak latitude of the
SST. In this theory Line B does not have to be exactly linear. It would suffice, if Line B has a
magnitude that is an increasing function of the latitudinal distance between the ITCZ and the SST
peak and if it reaches a maximum larger than the maximum of Curve A within the tropics. Perhaps
the most crucial part of this interpretation is the shape of Curve A. which makes the multiple
equilibria possible and thus explains the existence of the onset and retreat.
At this point a discussion on how the dependence of Curve A on the latitude, or the shape
of Curve A, is determined is in order. Fig. l I is a repeat of Fig. 2 except that. instead of a
sinusoidal seasonal change of the location of SST peak, the SST peak moves linearly in time from
equator to 30ON in 276 days, thus the rate of northward movement of the SST peak is much
slower than (about one third of) that in Fig. 2. Assuming that the slope of Line B does not have
significant change when the SST peak moves from the equator to 30ON (this assumption will be
discussed shortly), the shape of Curve A can be obtained by the location of the SST peak and that
of the ITCZ by noting that Curve A intersects Line B at the latitude of the ITCZ. Fig. 1 i shows
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thatastheSSTpeakleavestheequator,theITCZ follows it ata slowerspeed.This indicatesthat
CurveA hasapositiveslopecloseto theequator(asexpectedfrom theconstantSSTexperiment).
Between7ONand 17ONthe ITCZ movesat a speedhigher than that of the SSTpeak. This
indicatesa negativeslopeof CurveA betweentheselatitudes. In theneighborhoodof 17ONthe
ITCZ is very closeto the SSTpeak,indicatingthatCurveA dropsto almostzeroin this region.
Northwardof 17°N Fig. 11againshowsaslowerrateof changeof theITCZ locationthanthatof
theSSTpeak,indicatingapositiveslopeof CurveA northof 17°N. Judgingfrom thefact that,in
Fig. 11,northof 17°N the ITCZ locationchangesat aslowerratethan it doesnearthe equator,
onecanstatethatthe slopeof CurveA is greaternorthof 17°Nthanneartheequator(Fig. 8a).
Thefact thatFig. I l showsnosignof onsetonly indicatesalarge(absolute)slopeof Line B such
thatnomultipleequilibriacanoccur. In Fig. 2sincetheSSTmovesat muchhigherspeed(thanin
Fig. 1I), theatmospherefeelsaneffectiveGaussianSSTdistributionwith muchloweramplitude,
which isequivalentto a smaller(absolute)slopefor Line B. Suchsmaller(absolute)slopeof Line
B generatesmultipleequilibria. This samereasonalsoaccountsfor thedifferencebetweenFig. 2
(R=30°) andFig. 4 (R=20°). In Fig. 4 sincetheSSTpeakmovesslower,theeffective(absolute)
slopeof Line B is largerresulting in lessprominentonsetand retreatand a shorterstay in the
monsoontroughregime.
It shouldbeemphasizedthatthe intersectingpointsin Fig. 8ado notrepresentfixed point
(or, steadystate)solution. Insteadtheyrepresentquasi-equilibriumstates.Factorsmakingthese
statesnonsteady(e.g.,Schubertet al. 1991andintraseasonaloscillation)arenot includedin Fig.
8a. Noticethatin all figurestheITCZ hasshortterm(lessthan5days)fluctuations.
Our interpretationcanexplainmanyof thefindingsin thenumericalexperimentspresented
in the lastsection.Besidesprovidinganexplanationfor theoriginof thetwo flow regimesandthe
transitionbetween,it alsoexplainswhy theITCZ alwaysstayson theequatorialsideof theSST
peakuntil theretreat. Fig. 2 showsthatITCZ remainson theequatorialsideof theSSTpeakand
astheSSTpeakmovespolewardtheITCZ movesat aslowerspeeduntil thetransitionoccursin
agreementwith our theory. IncreasingAT has the effect of increasing the SST control of the
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ITCZ, or equivalently steepeningthe (absolute)slopeof Line B, which accordingto
shortensthedistancebetweenPoint1andPoint3. Furtherincreaseof A T leads to the elimination
of the multiple equilibria. This was obtained in the experiment associated with Fig. 5. Doubling L
(from 90 ° to 180°), or reducing AT, would mean a weak SST peak or a very small (absolute)
slope of Line B resulting with an ITCZ close to the equator year around. Thus no transition can
occur. This explains the non-existence of monsoon trough onset in the eastern Pacific, where the
SST peak is weaker than that in the western Pacific. A more modest increase of L, from 90 ° to
120 _, implies a greater distance between point 1 and point 3 in Fig. 8a. This leads to a more
prominent transitions as demonstrated in the experiment associated with Fig. 6. Also, Fig. 6 gives
an earlier retreat than Fig. 2 as expected from Fig. 8.a when Line B has a smaller (absolute) slope.
The existence of the onset and retreat hinges on the shape of Curve A. Although we have
presented arguments for determining Curve A based on the experimental results, at this point we
have no interpretation of what accounts for its shape other than the following speculative remarks. _
The solid line in Fig. la suggests that one can consider the locations of equator and 30ON and S as
attractors for the ITCZ: being far away, other attractors at higher latitudes are not expected to have
significant influence on the ITCZ. The combination of the southward "forces" exerted on the ITCZ
toward these attractors, as expressed by the sum of the two curves, E and F in Fig. 12, has the
shape of Curve A. Curve E represents a southward "force" exerted by the attractor at the equator.
It has a value of zero right at the equator and increases northward; further away from the equator
(the attractor) the "force" diminishes rapidly (since there the influence of the attractor is expected to
diminish). A curve of similar shape, Curve F in Fig. 12, exists for the attractor at 30°N. Given
the lower precipitation rate at 30ON in Fig. l than that at the equator, the peak of Curve F is lower
than that of Curve E and the domain of significant influence of Curve F is smaller than that of
Curve E. A similar mirror "force" due to the attractor at 30os has little impact in the region close to
30°N and is nearly canceled out by Curve F in regions close to the equator and is not shown in
Fig. 12. As for the origin of these attractors, as discussed in the last section, one can attribute the
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equatorialone to earth'srotation and the onesat 30°N and S to baroclinic instability. This
concludesourspeculativeremarks.
OurinterpretationdoesnotrequirethatLineB beexactlylinear. As longasLine B reaches
a peakhigher than thepeakof Curve A, onsetcanoccur. This, of course,canbe achievedby
prescribingalargeenoughamplitudeandabroadenoughsizeto theSSTpeak(aswehavealready
donein theexperiments).NotingthattheSSTpeaklocationcanbeconsideredasanattractor,one
canexpectthatLine B in its entiretyhastheshapeof CurveE in Fig. 12turnedupsidedown and
for simplicitywehaveonly drawnin Fig.8 its portioncloseto theSSTpeak. Theassumptionthat
theslopeof Line B doesnot changewhentheSSTpeakmovesis notastrict one;acertainamount
of changedoesnot affectour argument. Althoughwe donot haverigorousargumentbasedon
fundamentalprinciplesfor thisassumption,theexperimentresultslendsupportto this assumption
in thesensethattheyareconsistentwithourargumentswhenthis assumptionismade.
Fig. 7, usingRAS, presentsconsiderablydifferent resultsfrom Fig. 2. Theseresultscan
beinterpretedin asimilar manner.CurveA is nowthesumof two curves(Fig. 8.c), AN and AS:
each is related to one ITCZ, again based on the attractor concept. Each curve has a zero value at
the location of the corresponding ITCZ in Fig. 1. This is supported by Fig. 13, the counterpart of
Fig. 11. Fig. 13 shows a weak double ITCZ about 13° apart between day 20 and day 30 and the
southern one soon diminishes and appears to jump toward and cross the equator and moves to the
poleward side of the SST peak. After day 70 the ITCZ becomes well established in strength. Its
poleward movement is much slower than that of the SST peak, indicating a positive slope for
Curve AN. When the SST peak reaches 15ON the ITCZ crosses it, indicating the zero value of
Curve AN at 15°N. Thereafter the positive slope of Curve AN remains. Without SST gradient,
i.e., if Line B does not exist in Fig. 8.c, the two ITCZ's (at the intersecting points of the two
curves with the horizontal axis in Fig. 8.c) are far apart, as shown in Fig. 1. When an SST profile
symmetric with respect to the equator is present and when the SST peak becomes stronger, Line B
(B 1 in Fig. 8.c) intersecting the horizontal axis at the equator gains in slope, thus drawing the two
ITCZ's (points where Line B 1 intersects the two Curve A's) closer. Notice that the two ITCZ's
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areabout35° apartin Fig. 1andareonly about15° apartonSeptember19thin Fig. 7. If theSST
peakis increasedfurther,it will cometo apoint thatthe(absolute)slopeof line B becomegreater
than that of CurveA sothat the doubleITCZ will suddenlymergeinto a single ITCZ. Fig. 14
showssuchanexperimentwith RAS in whichtheSSTfollowsEq. 1exceptthatits peakremains
at the equatorandL is reducedfrom 90° to 60° in 136days. Notice thatonday 68 the double
ITCZ mergeinto asingleITCZ, whichthengainsin strengthdueto theincreasingsharpnessof the
SSTpeak.
Next, whentheSSTpeakis movedsouthwardtowardtheequatorasthe seasonmarches
on, thesingleITCZ (point 3 onCurveA) movesequatorwardalso(Fig. 8.c)at a lowerspeedand
eventuallynewintersectingpoints(point 1and2) appear.At this timeannewITCZ corresponding
to point 1of Fig. 8.c) appearsin the southernhemisphere(Fig. 7). It grows at the expense of the
northern (point 3) ITCZ. The new one appears before the existing one vanishes in contrast to the
MCA experiments where movement from the just vanished old position to a new one is the rule.
The reason for this difference is not clear at this point. The northern ITCZ (corresponding to point
3) soon disappears, though point 3 still exists. After the SST peak crosses the equator, point 3
becomes closer to the equator; thus the ITCZ corresponding to it reappears and at the same time the
point 1 ITCZ weakens. As the SST peak moves further into the southern hemisphere point 3
disappears and the point ! ITCZ located on the poleward side of the SST peak becomes the only
ITCZ. After the SST peak moves southward of 15S the ITCZ resides on the equatorward side of
the SST peak. These sequence of events are shown in Fig. 7. Similar numerical results were
obtained by Numaguti (1995, his Fig. 20) using the Arakawa-Schubert scheme.
4. Remarks and summary
It would be highly desirable, if Curve A and Line B were derived analytically.
Unfortunately, the task of formulating a cumulus parameterization scheme simple enough to make
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such a derivation possible remains formidable, not to mention the other highly nonlinear aspects of
the problem.
Our results can also be used to interpret one important aspect of McBride and Yano (1998),
i.e., in general the latitude of the SST peak at the time of the transition decreases as the magnitude
of the SST perturbation (in latitude) increases. This corresponds to an increase of the (absolute)
slope of Line B in Fig. 10a.
Additional numerical experiments using prescribed net radiative cooling rate (replacing the
radiation package) have demonstrated that convective-radiative interaction is not an important factor
for onset to occur. Nevertheless, the modifying role of the convective-radiative interaction cannot
be totally ignored.
Although we have used an aqua-planet setting to explain the origin of monsoon trough
onset, it is easy to understand that with the real land-sea distribution the rapid heating up of the
land, say India. in the pre-monsoon season can partially take the place of the northward movement
of the SST peak that we have used in the model. The long-held belief that monsoon circulation has
to do with land-sea contrast on a continental or sub-continental scale is not being challenged here.
Once the onset process has taken place, the land-sea contrast is important in determining the
monsoon flow pattern. Our hypothesis is that the monsoon onset process in India is not
fundamentally different from the monsoon onset process in the western Pacific; both are
characterized by a sudden jump of the ITCZ (Fig. l0 of Lau and Yang (1996).) Also our aqua-
planet simulations do capture the two important signatures of monsoonal flow as stated in the
discussion above associated with Fig. 3. These two signatures are found both in the Indian
monsoon and in the western Pacific monsoon trough. Land-sea contrast is important in modifying
the monsoonal flow pattern once the onset process has taken place. The time mean low-level cross
equatorial flow changes from being uniform in longitude for the aqua-planet monsoon to being
concentrated in the western Indian Ocean for the Indian monsoon. Fig. 7.6 of James (1994) gives
such a discussion; in his figure a the cross equatorial flow can be induced by an SST peak (instead
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of a hot continent) north of the equator. Moreover, the land-sea distribution (and the longitudinal
variation of SST) will bring about the different monsoon onset time at different longitudes.
Being a subcritical instability, the monsoon trough onset bears more than a passing
resemblance to the stratospheric sudden warming (Chao 1985), blocking onset (Charney and
DeVote 1979, Rex 1950), and polar icecap instability (Ghil and Childress 1987), although their
dynamics are fundamentally different.
Finally, the large difference between experiments using RAS and those using MCA
indicates that the choice of the cumulus parameterization scheme is crucial. The differences are
particularly prominent during the equatorial trough flow regime. The implication for coupled
atmospheric-oceanic modeling, where good surface wind simulation is crucial, is clear. Thus these
differences point to the importance of more research in cumulus parameterization in the context of
interaction between convection and large-scale circulation. Furthermore, the successful forecast of
monsoon trough onset and retreat events presents a good contest among various cumulus
parameterization schemes.
In summary, the abrupt transition between monsoon trough and equatorial trough in the
western Pacific is interpreted as a subcritical instability. The existence of these two quasi-
equilibrium flow regimes is due to the balance of two "forces" on the ITCZ: one toward the
equator, due to the earth's rotation, has a nonlinear latitudinal dependence; and the other toward the
latitude of the sea surface (or ground) temperature peak has a relatively linear latitudinal
dependence. Numerical simulation experiments with an aqua-planet model support this
interpretation. Experimental results show high dependence on the choice of cumulus
parameterization, especially during the equatorial trough circulation regime. It is also hypothesized
that the same mechanism is at the core of monsoon onset in other parts of the world.
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Figures
Fig. 1. (a)Time-zonalmeanprecipitationof the last60daysof a 150day integrationwith
constant(in time, longitude,andlatitude) SSTusingMCA (the solid line). The
dottedline showsthe resultof usingRAS from day 15to 25. (b) Sameas(a) but
withoutsurfacefriction. Thedottedline is anaveragefrom day30 to 60.
Fig. 2. Time-latitudeplot of zonally averagedprecipitation in anexperimentwith SST
varying in latitudeandtimeaccordingto Eq. 1andR=30°. Theborderbetweenthe
shadedandunshadedregionsis acontourline of 15ram/day.Theshadingcontour
intervalis5 mm/day.
Fig. 3. Time-zonally averaged zonal and meridional velocities averaged between July 1st
and 6th as a function of latitude and model levels. The pressure values of the model
levels are given in Table 1 of Chao and Deng (1998). The bottom four levels are
below 850 rob. The cross equatorial low-level meridional flow and the low-level
westerlies and high-level easterlies at the latitude of the ITCZ (~ 19°N) are the
signatures of monsoonal flow.
Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2 but R=20 °.
Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 2 except delta T=31 °K.
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 2 except L=120 °.
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Fig. 14. SameasFig. 7 exceptthattheSSTpeakremainsat theequatorandL changesfrom
90° to 60° in 136days.
22
Fig. 7. SameasFig. 2 exceptthatRAS isusedinsteadof MCA. The contourlinesare3,
6, 9, 12,18,and30 mrrdday.
Fig. 8. a.Schematicdiagramshowingthe "force"that pulls the ITCZ towardtheequator,
CurveA, andasecond"force" thatpulls theITCZ towardthelatitudeof SSTpeak,
Line B. The intersectingpoints 1 and 3 representstable quasi-equilibria of
equatorialtroughandmonsoonstatesrespectively. Point 2 is anunstablequasi-
equilibrium. Line B moveswith the seasonwhile keeping its slope.Line B1
representsLine B whentheSSTpeakiscloseto theequator.
b. Sameas Fig.la but showing the areasrepresentingthe accumulated"force"
duringtheonset(darkshaded)andtheretreat(light shaded).
c. SameasFig.1.aexceptwith thedoubleITCZ takenintoaccount.
Fig. 9. SameasFig. 2 exceptthat it startsfrom July 15thand theSST is fixed at thatof
August28th after that dayand that on September28th the SST is changedto a
constantof 302oK.
Fig. 10. SameasFig. 2 exceptthat theSST is fixed afterJune15thandthenonSeptember
12ththeCoriolisforce isremoved.
Fig. 11. SameasFig. 2 exceptthat the SSTpeakmoveslinearly in time from equatorto
30°N in 276days.
Fig. 12. Schematicdiagramshowingthesouthward"forces",E andF, exertedontheITCZ
by theattractorsat equatorand30°N, respectively.
Fig. 13. SameasFig. 11exceptthatRASis usedinsteadof MCA.
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